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A thought experiment was recently discussed which involves is
the decoherence of a quantumsystem dueto a black hole is
Wald Satishandran Danielson 2205.06279 2301.00026

qubit
Gralla Wei 2311.11461 it

or
It hasbeen suggested that this effect may be unique to black

holes and or be of fundamental importancefor their quantum description
Ontheother hand we expect that a black hole when viewed from the outside

is described by an ordinary quantum system evolvingunitarily

Today we replace the black hole by an ordinary quantum system at finite temperature
and obtain the same qualitative effect

The idea is to analyze the problem in terms of an effective theory that appliesequally well

for the black hole case as for an ordinary mattersystem
















































































Reviewof setup fordecoherence thought experiment

9 Alice 1 I

PA

The black hole will destroy the coherence of thesuperposition at a constant rate
i e theoff diagonal elements of Alice's density matrix decay as e

t
for

some constant T Wald Satishandran Danielson 2205.06279 2301.00026

There is an analogous gravitational version of theeffect which involves the superposition of a massiveparticle










































































































blackquantumsystem AliceEffective theory picture
o on

Thefieldssourced byPa have wavelength T R so we can
b PIapproximate the black quantum system by a point particle in flat

space Interactions are captured bymultipole operators living on the
worldline

Rural
as

T b

i
classicalvector indicatingthe Operatoractingon theHilbertspace Paulimatrixacting on Alice's system
sizeofAlice'sdipole oftheblackquantumsystem parameterizing the two configurations

When we compute the time evolution of Alice'sdensity matrix under this interaction we find
a constant decoherence rate of the form

T α G Pa fat BH P Lo

In this framework thedecoherence is arising
from thermal or quantum fluctuations

of theelectricdipoleoperatordescribing the black quantum system








































































































The Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem

To determine Gw w Sdt e BH 1310 for various systems of interest we compute
the response function X t if t B t P 107 which is related to Gw w by
the fluctuation dissipation theorem

Busal
1

Gw w 2 n w 1 Im X w Mb w

epw βw
For an ordinary matter system w depends on transport coefficients such as

the conductivity and viscosity

For black holes the low frequency expansion of X w is given by the
static and dynamical Lovenumbers

w A IWB O w

A 0 for black holes in 4d but B 0

From a computation of the Lovenumbers one can read off Gw w and reproduce the

black hole decoherence rates of Wald Satishandran Danielson
















































Comparison to ordinary matter

The response functions set the decoherence rate so comparing By and matter

is the same as comparing the decoherence effects

We compare objects of the same size and at the same temperature

Response functionof spherical conductor with resistivity P

BH response function

To be comparable to a black hole p R e

A small ball of some impuremetal will do ex Al alloy



Comparison to ordinary matter gravitational case

We can make a similar comparison for the gravitational effect

Ex Compare to a self gravitatingfluid or an elastic solid with some viscosity

An ordinary object of the same mass as the BH typically has a larger
decoherence effect while the opposite is true for an object of the

same size when all comparisons aremade at the same temperature



Summary

Thedecoherenceeffect is consistent with the hypothesis that from the outside
black holes are describedby ordinary quantum systems

It is qualitatively present for ordinary matter at finitetemperature

The decoherence arises from thermal fluctuationsof the multipolemoments of
the blackhole matter system

For the electromagneticeffect the decoherencecan be of equalmagnitude for black holes an
ordinary objects

For the gravitational effect ordinary matter produces a weaker effect if we
compare objects of the same size and temperature



The connection to absorption

Gw w also governs the absorption of low frequency fields

Let us discuss scalar fields forsimplicity where
operatordescribingblackquantumsystem

Sint SatOct 0H
bulk scalar field

Amplitudefor transition from Ii to f of black quantumsystem

If I Mi if so

For Gabs divide f by T and incomingparticle flux

Gw w

Gaps is related to the classical absorption cross section 6 5 by
Gail w E Gw w for Burial



Comparison to ordinary matter_more details

Gravitational case

BH response function

2 Kinematicviscositya Same mass and same temperature comparison Rs Schwarzschild radiusoffluid
Responsefunction of selfgravitating fluid

Example self gravitatingballof water at room temp Ts 0.6mm R 5 105 m

A ballof water absorbs gravitons moreeasily than a black holeof the same mass

b same size and same temperature comparison

Response function ofelasticsolidwith someviscosity

Example lead ball at 5 K.rs 100mm Rs Ip Rs Schwarzschild radiusofthesolid
speedofsoundinsolid

Themetal absorbs fewergravitons than the black hole



Zero temperature black holes

Thenearhorizon geometry of an extremal black holedevelops an approximate SL 2 symmetry
that fixes the form of the correlators

Scalar effect the decoherence is not linear in T but α In T

AMasslessfield corresponds to an operatorof dimension Δ I so that

atfat OHOG α dt dt Gt.ie

α In T endpoints

Thisanswer was derived usingdifferentmethodsfor a Kerrblackhole in GrallaWei 2311.11461

For operatorswithdimension A 1

atfat OHOG α dt dt Gt.ie

α f endpoints

The T dependent term 0 in the T a limit

No T dependent contribution tothedecoherence at longtimes


